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  HRB HR

KUHN power harrows
in brief:

THE KEY TO OPTIMUM SEEDBEDS

Optimum seedbed preparat ion is an imperat ive prerequisite 
for no less than good and homogeneous germinat ion and 
crop development as well as vigorous young plants. The 
crumbling, levelling and packing work of the harrows is the 
key to maximize the product ivity of your crops.

HOW TO ADAPT TO MY 
PREVAILING CONDITIONS

Weather, soil, product ion system…there are many factors 
infl uencing the current condit ions and therefore making 
it necessary for the power harrow to adapt. The great 
choice of blades, other equipment and the wide range of 
gears available for the Duplex gearbox will reassure you in 

choosing a KUHN power harrow.

WORK OUTPUT IS A QUESTION 

OF RELIABILITY

Have a closer look inside our power harrows to make 
ascertain their high manufacturing level. Benefi t from 
reduced maintenance t ime and costs and save more t ime 
with FAST-FIT quick-release blade system.
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SEEDBED PREPARATION
IN PERFECTION!

102 D 104 D 104 M 1004 D 1004 DR103 D 103 DR

Working 
width (m)

Frame
Max.tractor 

power require-
ment (kW/hp)

FAST-FIT

HRB 102 D 
series

2.50 - 3.00 rigid 103/140
not

available

HRB 103 D 

series

3.00 - 3.50 - 

4.00
rigid 118/160 standard

HRB 103 DR 
series

4.00 - 4.50 - 
5.00

foldable 132/180 standard

HR 104 D/M 
series

3.00 - 4.00 rigid 140/190 standard

HR 1004 D 
series

3.00 - 3.50 - 
4.00 - 4.50

rigid 184/250 standard

HR 1004 DR
series

4.00 - 4.50 - 
5.00

foldable 184/250 standard

HR 6004 DRC 6.00 foldable 256/350 standard
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COMFORT

ROBUST,
RESISTANT,
RELIABLE
SOMETIMES 
COPIED, 
BUT NEVER 
EQUALLED
The strong rotor drive train is fully protected 
by a rigid gearcase. Let´s look a bit closer into 
the heart of KUHN power harrows. Here are 
the exclusive strong points:

5. Reinforced sealing: A cassette seal on HR models as well as 
a lip seal on the HRB range provide very effi cient protect ion against 
bearing pollut ion.

6. No play on the spline level: Rotor shafts with rolled splines are 
obtained by metal compression (no milling). Perfect connect ion with the 
shaft thanks to the conical centring of the blade holders (KUHN patent), 
prevent ing play on the spline level.

7. Oval shaped blade holder: to prevent stones from gett ing 
jammed and to facilitate their evacuat ion as well as the evacuat ion of 
plant residues.

8. Blades highly resistant to shocks and wear thanks to 
their thick section: Heat treated 16 mm thick and 310 mm long 
FAST-FIT blades as standard (except on HRB 102 D). Also available in 
DURAKUHN coated version or “forward act ion” version OPTIMIX or 
360 mm long blades.

1. Maintenance free highly rigid trough: 8 mm thick trough 
made from fi ne grain high-tensile steel. It contains semiliquid grease, 
which ensures lubricat ion of pinions and gearwheels all through their 
service life. O-rings and lip joints ensure sealing for a longer service life.

2. No gearwheel overhang: Convex treated and forged steel 
gearwheels so that the drive forces (A) are transmitted at the centre of 
the upper roller bearing (over-dimensioned) without creat ing an over-
hang. High capacity shaft guidance and torque transmission capability 
thanks to the important spline length in contact with the shaft (B).

3. No maintenance on bearings: Large dimension conical roller 
bearings are always perfect ly aligned in a one-piece cast housing not 
subject to distort ion. Factory preloaded with a calibrated spacer (C), 

no further adjustments are required.

4. Perfect bearing hold, gearcase protection: The thick cast 
iron housings (from 18 mm/0.71´´ on HRB 102 D to 35 mm/1.38`` 
on HR 1004 range) ensure perfect bearing hold and trough protect ion 
against wear and distort ion.

CASING DESIGNED TO WORK ALL SOIL

The casing, bearings and tine holders form a compact 
and very robust unit reducing twisting forces on the 
housing.
The small distance between casing and tine holders 
prevents stones from getting jammed and the soil fl ow 
inevitably is directed completely towards the blades´ 
working area, so that really all soil is worked, ensu-
ring a constant high level of work quality.
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BLADES THAT OFFER
MORE POSSIBILITIES

With seedbed preparation you pursue three major goals 
to get your cultivations to a good start:
- small clods on top, fi ne soil around the seed,
- in-depth packing,
- exact levelling to ensure even 
  germination.

EXCLUSIVE

WORK QUALITY

1. FAST-FIT STANDARD BLADE: VERSATILE 
APPLICABILITY AS KEY ASSET
KUHN power harrow blades with their bevelled, twisted shape are 
ready to work in diffi cult condit ions, such as in stony, hard or clayey 
soils, and st ill achieve a seedbed, where the seed feels completely 
comfortable. They are adapted for high working speeds.

2. OPTIMIX: EXCLUSIVE SHAPE FOR MORE EFFECT
We recommend the OPTIMIX blades for seedbed preparat ion on 
unploughed land after stubble clearing or soil loosening, but also for 
pasture reclamat ion. Their shape and “forward act ion angle” posit ion 
provide two results:
1. a greater soil loosening effect,
2. an increased mixing of top soil and crop residues.

3. & 4. MORE BLADE OPTIONS
KUHN power harrows are supplied on request with tungsten carbide-
coated blades for long life. These DURAKUHN blades are made to last.
For deep soil preparat ion (potatoes...) 36 cm extra-long blades are 
available (also in DURAKUHN version).

3. Reinforced DURAKUHN blades 4. Extra-long blades for deep cultivation

1. Standard FAST-FIT blades 2. OPTIMIX blades
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A CONSIDERABLE 
TIME SAVER

COMFORT

QUICK RELEASE 
BLADE SYSTEM 
FAST-FIT

The power harrows are 
equipped as standard 
(except HRB 102 D) with a 
quick release blade system. 
A full set of blades is replaced 
within minutes.

ASSEMBLY
RELIABILITY

The connect ing piece is 
locked in place using an 
easily accessible special clip 
placed inside a recess of the 
blade holder.
An underside ring integrated 
in the support prevents pos-
sible damage or accidental 
loosening of the blade locking
device.

VERY PARTICULAR
SHAPES

The conical shaped blade 
housings combined with the
rectangular fl at sect ion blade 
provide fl exibility to the 
attachment. With this prin-
ciple the blade system can 
withstand very high forces.

PERFECT BLADE
HOLD

Blades are held in place in 
their holder by means of a 
high resistance forged steel 
connect ing piece.

FAST-FIT
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DUPLEX: THE MOST VERSATILE ON THE MARKET

Most KUHN power harrows are equipped with Duplex gearboxes. 
Its gearwheels can be inverted, thus offering a large range of rotor 
speeds to adapt the crumbling intensity.
The set-back power take-off reduces the angle of the drive shaft 
and makes it easier to lift the harrow when turning. The open-ended 
power take-off is standard, as on all KUHN harrows, to enable the 
simultaneous use of a pneumat ic seed drill.

The aim of seedbed preparation is a fi ne, structured and levelled seedbed for a uniform plant development - 
in one passage to save costs. But working conditions are as heterogeneous as soils are. In general, the soil 
should be worked as intensively as necessary, but as little as possible. Therefore, machines, which are 
adaptable in their work intensity, are the fi rst choice for most farmers. The gearboxes are the important 
parts in this context.

Gearboxes for ideal adaptation to changing conditions

ORIENTATION OF THE BLADE HOLDERS

KUHN power harrow blade holders are known to be posit ioned in a 
part icular order to provide a progressive crumbling of the soil by the 
blades. This precise and exclusive layout prevents the harrow from 
vibrat ions while at the same t ime reducing the power consumpt ion.

RELIABLE 
ROTOR 
DRIVE

Rotors are driven by large 

diameter gearwheels. Power 

transmission to the blades is 

ensured by numerous teeth 

fully engaged at all times. 

The rotor drive design has 

contributed to build the high 

reliability reputation of KUHN 

power harrows: the result of 

more than 30 years of 

experience and success.
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HRB 102 D

SIMPLE DESIGN, T

Models of the HRB 102 D series have proven their value through 
their reliability, their performance and their robustness on 
thousands of farms already. They provide the same work quality, 
design and manufacturing level as top range models. The user 
benefi ts of these tools in brief:
• no concessions regarding quality of work,
• easily adjustable to adapt to variable conditions,
• with reduced maintenance and operating costs.

RIGID POWER HARROWS
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DUPLEX GEARBOX MANAGES MOST 
VERSATILE SITUATIONS 

An adequate structure whether the soil is hard 
or crumbly: You can achieve this thanks to 
interchangeable gearwheels on the Duplex 
gearbox. The whole drive line is protected by 
a frict ion slip clutch fi tted as standard or a 
cam-type cut-out clutch as opt ion. The rear PTO 
shaft is part of the standard equipment on all 
KUHN power harrows.

A HIGHLY RESILIENT DESIGN

The hitch is made from a shaped and welded 
steel plate. Benefi t from its great strength and 
resistance.

FOR A PERFECT FINISH

-  The specifi c shape of the side defl ectors pro-
vides effi cient ground guidance and channe-
ling to ensure a good fi nish between passes.

-  Guided by the roller arms on which they are 
fi xed, they follow the roller adjustment.

OTALLY RELIABLE

RELIABLE AND PROVEN 
BLADE ATTACHMENT 
VIA BOLTS
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HRB 103 D

MODELS, WHICH COPE 
WITH MOST DIFFICULT SITUATIONS

DESIGNED TO CU

A long machine life is crucial for power harrows, as they have to bear 
many things, from extra-hard clods to big stones. On the HRB 103 D 
models KUHN has paid attention, because:
- The front of the hitch is a rectangular section tube.
-  Lower and top links are of treated steel, all with pins stopped from 

rotating.
-  On HRB 403, the headstock is connected to the gear case by a 

large base and completed with two stiffening arms.

RIGID POWER HARROWS

TOP LEVEL ASSEMBLY

HRB 103 models are fi tted with a rectangular 
shaped housing providing protect ion and 
rigidity.

SAVINGS During the design phase of the KUHN HRB 103 D 
series, special attention was paid to four fundamental 
criteria:

• to obtain optimum seedbeds,
•  a wide choice of tools and simple adjustments for best possible adaptation to every 

situation,
• maintenance costs reduced to the minimum,
• highly reliable machines for your peace of mind.
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T YOUR COSTS
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HR 104

              

EVERYTHING SPEAKS IN FAVOUR OF THIS HITCH

-  The lower links pivot: Hitching is easier and faithfully follows unevenness in the terrain.
- Tractor adaptat ion is opt imized with mult iple top link posit ions.
- No risk of wear: Lower links and top link are made of treated steel.
- Maximum reliability: Hitch pins are prevented from rotat ing!

The KUHN 104 series power harrows are the result of very long experience in seedbed 
preparation. 

Longevity, reliability, lowest possible maintenance and operating costs...we have 

developed these machines in order that you can work in total ease. Finally the working 
result will also convince you: a uniformly crumbly, levelled and reconsolidated seedbed, 
which offers each grain the same chances to succeed.

RIGID POWER HARROWS

FOR DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
WITH MEDIUM POWER TRACTORS

COMFORT



MULTIPLEX GEARBOX: 
FOR HETEROGENEOUS SOILS

With its select ion lever, this gearbox is 
appropriate for soils requiring a frequent 
change of rotor speed. Two speeds with
the lever and two others after invert ing the 
gearwheels make four standard speeds! An 
extra set of gearwheels is available
for four extra speeds. The Mult iplex gearbox 
is standard on HR 304 M and HR 404 M.
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Adapt the machine to the conditions

As intensively as 
necessary, but as little 
as possible: Flexibility is 
absolutely necessary 
when preparing a seedbed. 
On the HR 104 series, 
you therefore have the 
choice between a Duplex 
and a Multiplex gearbox.

DUPLEX GEARBOX: 
THE MOST VERSATILE ON THE 
MARKET

Benefi t from the wide range of gears for this 
gearbox. The open-ended power take-off is 
standard, as on all KUHN harrows.

WORK QUALITY
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HR 1004

ROBUST GEARBOX

The robust Duplex gearbox is also standard on the 1004 series power harrows. 
Thanks to its interchangeable gearwheels you can choose the rotor speed most appro-
priate for your needs.

FOR INTENSIVE CONDITIONS 
WITH VERY HIGH POWER 
TRACTORS

With the 1004 series, farmers, contractors and machinery rings have tools at their disposal 

of renowned reliability providing outstanding levels of performances.
Deep or shallow soil preparation, spring or autumn work, in wet or dry conditions, they

will prove their high effi ciency under all circumstances.

RIGID POWER HARROWS



             PERFECT SOIL 
             PREPARATION

A side defl ector is responsible for perfect
levelling during seed bed preparat ion no 
matter the soil type and working depth.
The advantage: It is combined with a new
reinforced arm. Working effi ciency and 
quality are maintained, even if you hit a rock.
For greater comfort: There are no bolts to
remove when making adjustments.

WORK QUALITY

COMFORT

SAVINGS FORGET 
DAILY GREASING!

THE KUHN PLUS

With the reduced-maintenance drive of the rigid HR 104 and 

HR 1004 series models, daily greasing is a thing of the past 
and you can move up to greasing every 250 hours!

This means:

• extra comfort,
•  lower maintenance costs, through special drive shafts   

mounted on KUHN rigid HR 104 and HR 1004 harrows.

15
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HRB 103 DR - HR 1004 DR

SAVE YOUR TIME!
FOLDABLE POWER HARROWS
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  A MOST VERSATILE
  COMBINATION

The 4.50 m foldable power harrow can be
associated to a telescopic precision seed drill 
and can be combined at the same t ime with a 
front hopper for fert iliser distribut ion.

A COMPACT AND BALANCED
COMBINATION

Combined with a seed drill consist ing of a front 
hopper and two rear coulter bars, KUHN
foldable power harrows are part of a compact 
transport unit, with an opt imum load distribut ion 
between the tractor front and rear axles.
Changes between work and transport sett ings 
on the power harrow are quickly made thanks to 
two largely dimensioned cylinders.

AN EVOLUTIONARY TOOL

To take into account the development of your 
needs, the HRB 103 DR and HR 1004 DR 
foldable power harrows can be fi tted with a 
frame pre-equipped (3-point attachment on 4 to 
5 m) to attach coulter bars combined to a front 
hopper. The latter calibrates and feeds the rear 
seeding units with seeds. On the 6 m model, 
the coulter bar is integrated to the roller frame 
for maximum load reduct ion on the axle. No 
restrict ions anymore for an opt imum fi eld output!

KUHN foldable power harrows enable high work outputs, particularly on farms with small plots. Their folding 
capability makes a faster and safer travel from one fi eld to another possible. Of robust design, the models with 
four to six meters are the ideal solution for farmers who are looking for a versatile and performing tool for combi-
ned seeding: front hopper and two rear coulter bars or telescopic precision seed drill with fertiliser distribution.

KUHN foldable power harrows can 
be used in rigid or fl oating position
thanks to their centrally articulated 
frame. 
In a few minutes, the tool is adapted 
to the ground conditions by simply 
pivoting a wedge with an oblong 
hole.

1. Rigid posit ion
2. Float ing posit ion

ADAPT TO 
GROUND CONDITIONS

COMFORT



HRB 103 - HR 1004 DR

REINFORCED ARTICULATIONS

Each half-harrow is connected to the central 
frame by a heavy bushed pin. This assembly 
provides resistance to the highest loads.

 GEARBOX FOR THE MOST          
 DIFFICULT SOILS
   
The Duplex gearbox with interchangeable
gearwheels enables the rotor speed to be 
quickly changed to suit the various working 
condit ions. It is fi tted as standard with a rear 
PTO stub and a cam type cut-out clutch
which protects the whole drive line.

ROBUST HARROWS 
WITH A SOLID REPUTATION

FOLDABLE POWER HARROWS

 HEAVY-DUTY 
 CENTRAL FRAME

On the 4.00 and 5.00 m models, the cen-
tral frame is made from heavy box sect ions 
which ensure increased rigidity and high 
resistance to bending and torsion. For further 
simplicity and comfort, the HR 1004 DR 
models are fi tted with hydraulic locking in 
transport posit ion (except on HR 4004 DR).18

WORK QUALITY
SAVINGS



ADJUSTABLE SIDE
DEFLECTORS

All models of the HRB 103 DR and 
HR 1004 DR series are equipped with 
side defl ectors adjustable in height to best 
adapt the various working condit ions. 
Art iculated, they are equipped with 
a spring release system.

CENTRAL LEVELLING SHARE

These models of 4.00 m and 5.00 m are 
standard equipped with a rear levelling 
share. Placed between the rollers of
the two half-harrows, it ensures a good 
fi nishing over the ent ire working width.

Power harrows have to perform in all tillage systems and 

conditions. The heart of the KUHN harrows, the strong and 

fully protected rotor drive train, stands for itself. 

On the foldable models additional attention has been paid to 

the frame and articulations in order to provide machines that 

are as rigid and robust as you can expect it from KUHN 
machines.

OPTIMUM 
CENTRE 
OF GRAVTY

19

SAVINGS

The optimised design of the 
folding drive line provides the 
best possible centre of gravity 
and a reduced overhang. 
This compactness reduces the
loading placed on the
tractor’s lift linkage.
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HR 6004 DRC

THE KUHN PLUS

DESIGNED 
FOR HIGH 
PRODUCTIVITY

FOLDABLE POWER HARROWS

More than ever, you have to manage your 
farm always bearing in mind the return on 
investment, the cost reduction and the 
increase in productivity. 
To achieve this, a well-designed, reliable 
and high performance machine is required. 
The HR 6004 DRC power harrow is the 

ideal answer to these criteria. Its large 

working width (6.00 m/19’8”) makes it 

a highly productive machine. Built to last, 

HR 6004 DRC meets requirements of the 

most demanding.

AS STURDY AS CAN BE

The HR 6004 DRC model´s 
central frame consists of a double 
front and rear structure made of 
heavy box sect ions. This construc-
t ion accepts important bending or 
torsion loads.

HIGH-QUALITY WORK
FROM START TO END

The HR 6004 DRC power harrow 
is standard equipped with a 
rear levelling share. It is placed 
between the rollers of the two 
half harrows and ensures a good 
fi nishing over the ent ire working 
width.

DOUBLE PIVOTS FOR 
MORE RIGIDITY

Each wing assembly is supported 
by double pivots making its 
chassis except ionally rigid. 
This means increased strength 
and longer service life of the 
machine.

HIGH CAPACITY 3-POINT
FRAME

-  The pivot ing lower links make 
attachment a simple operat ion.

-  At work, they enable perfect 
ground following.

The pivot ing lower links as well as 
the top link are of robust design 
and made of heat treated steel.

Reinforced central gearbox with cooler as standard!
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1. A reinforced central gearbox fi tted as standard with a circulat ion 
to cool the oil. The pump is integrated in the housing forming a com-
pact and robust unit: No sensit ive component is exposed to shocks.

2. Two side gearboxes with speed modifi cat ion by changing or 
switching the gearwheels.

3. Each half-harrow is protected individually with a cut-out clutch for 
ensuring the best possible protect ion.

This harrow is designed for tractors of up to 265 kW or 350 hp. Following details have been 

adapted in order that it can work on such high power tractors:

KINETICS ADAPTED TO HIGH POWERS



HR - HRB
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PACKLINER ROLLER

- Very large diameter of 592 mm;
-  Exclusive prismat ic profi le improves self-cleaning and produces 
uniform furrow shape.

- Improved seed covering, even in diffi cult condit ions;
-  It excels in light soil and is also adapted to the ‘clayeyest’ 
soils.

STEELLINER ROLLER

-  Total diameter 500 mm (tube 406 mm) on HRB and 550 mm 
on HR models; 

- Very good rotat ion and carrying capacity;
-  Provides improved clod-crushing capacity on dry, hard 
ground.

-  Good soil structure, even in diffi cult and wet seeding 
condit ions.

PREPARE EACH SEEDING LINE

FURROW ROLLERS

ACCURATE AND INDIVIDUAL TAMPING
Furrow rollers give your crops a strong start by preparing an optimum seedbed. From the 

agronomist´s view, they combine the following strong points:

- Seed furrows have a more uniform depth making seeding more even.

- Compact furrow bases facilitate capillary water transfer to the grain.

-  Firmer soil improves the contact between seed and soil to improve the uptake of nutrients.
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A LARGE CHOICE OF ROLLERS 
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

OTHER ROLLERS

TUBE ROLLERS

Ideal for soil preparat ion in spring and summer, not compat ible with 
integrated seed drills: 
- low power consumpt ion;
- economical purchase;
- maintenance-free.

CRUMBLER:

- diameter of 390 mm;
-  removable bars can be taken out if necessary to prevent clogging 
risks.

MAXICRUMBLER:

- diameter of 520 mm;
- reduced rolling resistance;
- large diameter to reduce risk of soil accumulat ion;
- more resistant in stony condit ions.

MAXIPACKER ROLLER

-  large diameter of 535 mm;
-  less resistant to rolling, requires 
less tract ion power;

-  less subject to roller sinking in 
light soils.

PACKER AND PACKER 2 
ROLLERS

-  diameter of 485 mm (PACKER) 
and 515 mm (PACKER 2);

-  opt imum seedbed preparat ion 
thanks to the rollers´ crumbling 
and packing effect;

-  for tamped soil underneath and 
loosened soil on the top.

1. Roller height adjustment
Roller height is easily adjusted with a simple to use multi-hole and stop 

pin selector. Having no downward restriction, the roller holds the ground 
even when the machine is forced up during work. Due to the rounded 

shape of the pin and stop arm, their contact area is increased and 
prevents any problems of burring.

2. Hard coated scrapers
The hard coated scrapers have a very long service life thanks to the 

tungsten carbide coating. The three work surfaces are protected, 
preventing frequent adjustments. Standard on MAXIPACKER, 
STEELLINER and PACKLINER rollers.

23

For dry, non-sticky soils, 
without integrated 

seed drill

For compact
silty or sticky 

soils

For light and 
clayey-silty 

soils
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KUHN POWER HARROWS: CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR OPERATION

TRACK ERADICATORS

Available as opt ional equipment on 
all foldable power harrows as well 
as rigid HR 104 and HR 1004 
series, they are used to loosen 
the ground compacted by tractor 
wheels. Adjustable in height, the 
track eradicators are equipped 
with tract ion bolt or spring safety. 
When working with dual wheels 
or very large tyres, two sets of track 
eradicators may be fi tted on each 
side of the machines on the same 
holder.

FRONT SHARE

The front share crumbles the part of the soil posit ioned between the two 
troughs of the foldable models. This is part icularly useful for cult ivat ions 
requiring a perfect seedbed and for minimum t illage applicat ions.

REAR HYDRAULIC LINKAGES: KUHN GIVES YOU THE RIGHT 
CHOICE FOR YOUR SITUATION

The standard hydraulic linkage with its lift ing capacity of 2,500 kg is 
appropriate for rout ine use with in-line seed drills and is available for all
power harrow series apart from the folding harrows.

They can be equipped with a high capacity linkage, which lifts up to 
3,300 kg. Cylinders and hinge pins are reinforced and ringed and it is 
as standard equipped with a hydraulic lift limiter. This linkage is recom-
mended for hitching to high-capacity seed drills or precision seed drills.
Available on all HR 104 and 1004 models.
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 LEVELLING BARS

-  The front levelling bar is used to 
break down and level mounds in 
irregular grounds. Easily remo-
vable and adjustable in height, it 
does not affect the blade working 
depth.

-  To obtain a fi ne seedbed the level-
ling bar can be posit ioned at the 
rear between the gear trough

  and the roller.
If required, two levelling bars can 
be fi tted: one to the front and one 
to the rear. They are available for 
all KUHN power harrows.

LEVELLING BAR HEIGHT 
ADJUSTMENT

The height adjustment of the front 
and rear levelling bars is done with 
a crank handle and locked in the 
selected posit ion with a pin for 
increased comfort in use and
reliability (just the pin on HR 6004 
DRC). You can easily remove them.

WORK QUALITY
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COMBILINER: KUHN SEED DRILL COMBINATIONS

POWER HARROW 
AND SEED DRILL:

MADE FOR EACH 
OTHER

You will fi nd almost certainly an answer to your 

questions about combining seedbed preparation 

and seeding in the wide range of KUHN seed drill 

combinations. Because they are:

- well-matched and homogeneous,

- effi cient and profi table,

-  versatile (working on ploughed and min-till land),

- reliable,

- compact.

Choose from the numerous solutions of the tillage 

and drilling specialist. KUHN is at your side to give 

you the new keys to profi tability and success in 

seeding. 

More information on:

www.kuhn.com

FIVE RULES FOR PROPER DRILLING

1. THE RIGHT SEEDING DENSITY:
To fi nd the desired seeding density, the intra-row distance, 
seeding t ime and soil type have to be taken into account. 
An effi cient seed drill realizes this theoret ical calculat ion.

2. A SUPERIOR STUBBLE MANAGEMENT:

KUHN seed drills ensure a proper clearance of the seeding row 
and avoid every contact between plant residues and the seeds.

3. A REGULAR SEEDING DEPTH FOR MAXIMUM 
RETURN: 

An effi cient seed drill is able to control the seeding depth
accurately.

4. SEED/SOIL SURROUNDINGS AT OPTIMUM:
An opt imal air exchange and water supply are vital
for a quick development of the plant. 

5. ACHIEVE A WELL-DEVELOPED ROOT SYSTEM
WITH AN ADAPTED SOIL PREPARATION:

Small clods on the surface and fi ne earth around the seed: 
This facilitates root growth.
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1. Combined with integrated mechanical seed drill: COMBILINER INTEGRA, COMBILINER SITERA. 2. Combined with integrated 
pneumat ic seed drill: COMBILINER VENTA. 3. Combined with front hopper and rear coulter bar: TF 1500 + BTF / BTFR. 4. Combined with 
telescopic precision seed drill: MAXIMA 2 or PLANTER 3.
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Technical specifi cations

HRB 
252 D

HRB 
302 D

HRB 
303 D

HRB 
353 DN

HRB 
403 D

HRB 
403 DR

HRB 
453 DR

HRB 
503 DR

HR 
304 D

Working width (m/ft)
2.50 / 
8´.2´´

3.00 / 9´10´´
3.44 / 
11´3´´

4.00 / 13´1´´
4.50 / 
14´8´´ 

5.00 / 
16´5´´ 

   3.00 / 

Overall width (m/ft)

2.60 / 
8´5´´

3.08 / 10´1´´
3.50 / 
11´6´´

4.11 / 
13´6´´

4.08 / 
13´5´´

4.67 / 
15´4´´

4.97 / 
16´4´´

   3.12 / 

Transport width (m/ft)
2.67 / 8´9´´ 

2.51 / 8´3´´ (rollers raised)

Frame type rigid
folding 

(two double act ing cylinders)

Min. PTO power requirement (kW/hp) 37 / 50 44 / 60 51 / 70 59 / 80 66 / 90 81 / 
110

88 / 
120

96 / 
130   59 

Max. tractor power requirement (kW/hp) 103 / 140 118 / 160 132 / 180

Gearbox Duplex (central)
Duplex 
(central)

PTO speed (min–1)
540* / 750 / 

1,000
540 / 750 / 1,000* 750 / 1,000

PTO shaft safety

 (frict ion slip 
clutch)

 (cam type cut-out 
clutch

 (cam-type cut-out clutch) 

Rear PTO stub

Number of rotors 8 10 12 13 15 16 1

FAST-FIT blade attachment -

Working depth (cm/in) 2 to 20 / 1´´ to 8´´

Attachment cat. 2 or 3 with pivot ing lower links cat. 3
cat. 2 

Light ing and signalling   

Approx. weight 
(kg/lbs) with

CRUMBLER roller
835 / 
1,841

965 / 
2,127

1,075 / 
2,370

1,300 / 
2,866

1,405 / 
3,097

- - -
1,090 / 
2,403

MAXICRUMBLER roller
845 / 
1,863

975 / 
2,150

1,085 / 
2,392

1,290 / 
2,844

1,380 / 
3,042

2,035 / 
4,486

2,185 / 
4,817

2,255 / 
4,971

1,100 / 
2,425

PACKER 2 roller -
1,170 / 
2,579

1,280 / 
2,822

1,525 / 
3,362

1,650 / 
3,638

2,260 / 
4,982

2,430 / 
5,357

2,530 / 
5,577

1,295 / 
2,855

MAXIPACKER roller
1,035 / 
2,281

1,200 / 
2,646

1,310 / 
2,888

1,575 / 
3,472

1,700 / 
3,748

2,310 / 
5,092

2,505 / 
5,522

2,605 / 
5,743

1,325 / 
2,921

STEELLINER roller -
1,325 / 
2,921

1,435 / 
3,164

1,725 / 
3,803

1,870 / 
4,123

2,400 / 
5,291

2,645 / 
5,831

2,765 / 
6,095

1,450 / 
3,197

PACKLINER roller -
1,455 / 
3,208

1,770 / 
3,902

1,920 / 
4,233

- - -
1,490 / 
3,284

 standard     opt ion    - not available   *factory fi tted
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Power Harrows

HR 
304 M

HR 
404 D

HR 
404 M

HR 
3004 D

HR 
3504 D

HR 
4004 D

HR 
4504 D

HR 
4004 DR

HR 
4504 DRC

HR 
5004 DRC

HR 
6004 DRC

9´10´´ 4.00 / 13´1´´
3.00 / 
9´10´´

3.50 / 
11´6´´

4.00 / 
13´1´´

4.50 / 
14´9´´

4.00 / 
13´1´´

4.50 / 
14´9´´ 

5.00 / 
16´5´´ 

6.00 / 
19´7´´

10´3´´ 4.11 / 13´5´´
3.08 / 
10´1´´

3.50 / 
11´6´´

4.10 / 
13´5´´

4.55 / 
14´11´´

4.08 / 
13´5´´

4.67 / 
15´4´´

4.97 / 
16´4´´

6.21 / 
20´4´´

2.67 / 8´9´´ 
2.51 / 8´3´´ (rollers raised)

2.65 / 8´8´´ 
2.52 / 8´3´´
(rollers raised)

rigid folding (two double act ing cylinders)

/ 80 73 / 100 59 / 80 66 / 90 73 / 100 81 / 110 88 / 120 96 / 130 130 / 180

139 / 190 184 / 250 265/ 350

Mult iplex
Duplex 
(central)

Mult iplex Duplex (central)
Duplex 
(side)

540 / 750 / 1,000* 750 / 1,000 1,000

 (cam-type cut-out clutch) 

0 14 10 12 14 16 13 15 16 20

3 to 25 / 1´´ to 10´´ (standard blades) 
up to 31 / 12.2´´ (long blades)

3 to 25 / 1´´ to 10´´ (standard blades)

or 3 with pivot ing 
lower links

cat. 3 cat. 2 cat. 2 or 3 cat. 3

1,130 / 
2,491

- -
1,185 / 
2,612

- - - - - - -

1,140 / 
2,513

1,470 / 
3,240

1,510 / 
3,329

1,195 / 
2,635

1,400 / 
3,086

1,580 / 
3,483

1,730 / 
3,814

2,115 / 
4,662 

2,275 / 
5,015

2,350 / 
5,180

2,900 / 
6,393

1,335 / 
2,943

1,740 / 
3,836

1,780 / 
3,924

1,390 / 
3,064

1,635 / 
3,605

1,850 / 
4,079

2,020 / 
4,453

2,340 / 
5,357

2,520 / 
5,555

2,625 / 
5,787

3,290 / 
7,253

1,365 / 
3,009

1,790 / 
3,946

1,830 / 
4,034 

1,420 / 
3,131

1,685 / 
3,715

1,900 / 
4,189

2,075 / 
4,575

2,390 / 
5,270

2,595 / 
5,721

2,700 / 
5,953

3,350 / 
7,390

1,490 / 
3,285

1,950 / 
4,299

1,990 / 
4,387

1,520 / 
3,351

1,635 / 
3,605

2,095 / 
4,619

-
2,480 / 
5,467

2,735 / 
6,029

2,860 / 
6,305

3,550 / 
7,826

1,530 / 
3,373

2,010 / 
4,431

2,050 / 
4,519

1,590 / 
3,505

-
2,145 / 
4,729

2,320 / 
5,115

- - -
3,630 / 
8,003
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MAXIMIZE THE USE AND PRODUCTIVITY 
OF YOUR KUHN EQUIPMENT

KUHN SERVICES* *Certain services and equipment are not available in all countries.

Express spare parts service 24/7
You urgent ly need spare parts? With KUHN sos order benefi t from 
express delivery seven days a week, 362 days a year. Thus, you 
can minimize machine downt ime considerably and increase your 
work output.

The choice of professionals!
Benefi t from 36 months in complete serenity because of KUHN´s 
protect+ warranty extension. You can concentrate exclusively on 
your work and the performance of your machine. Because this is 
what you expect, when invest ing in high-tech machinery.

For ever quicker repairs!
An unexpected technical problem always occurs at the wrong 
t ime. Your KUHN dealer can support you quickly and effi cient ly 
thanks to KUHN i tech. With this 24/7 online service, a quick 
and exact diagnosis is possible.

Invest rationally!
New machine necessary, fi nancing unsure? Modernize your 
equipment and develop your farm with KUHN fi nance, 
in total safety and according to your needs and demands. 
We offer custom-made fi nance solut ions, adapted to your 
requirements.

Rotor speeds (min–1) - HRB 252 D - HRB 302 D

Set of gearwheels Standard speed gear set
(21/24 teeth)

Opt ional speed gear set
(19/26 teeth)

Opt ional speed gear set
(17/28 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
21
24

24
21

19
26

26
19

17
28

28
17

PTO speed

540 221 289 185 346 154 417

750 307 402 257 - 214 -

1,000 410 - 343 - 285 -

Rotor speeds (min–1) - HRB 303 D - HR 303 D - HR 403 D - HR 304 D - HR 404 D

Set of gearwheels Standard speed gear set
(26/30 teeth)

Opt ional speed gear set
(24/32 teeth)

Opt ional speed gear set
(21/35 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
26
30

30
26

24
32

32
24

21
35

35
21

PTO speed

540 - 194 - 225 - 281

750 203 270 - 313 - 390

1,000* 270 360 234 417 188 -
* Preferent ial PTO speed

Rotor speeds (min–1) - HRB 403 D 

Set of gearwheels
Standard speed gear set 

(21/24 teeth)
Opt ional speed gear set 

(19/26 teeth)
Opt ional speed gear set 

(17/28 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
21
24

24
21

19
26

26
19

17
28

28
17

PTO speed (min-1)

540 - 165 - 198 - 238

750 175 229 147 274 - 331

1,000 234* 306 196 366 162 441
* Factory sett ing
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Optional equipment HRB 102 D / HRB 103 D series: cam type cut-out clutch safety (on HRB 252 and 302 D) - addit ional gearwheel 
sets - semi-automatic linkage (tractor/machine) - levelling bar to fi t to the front or rear - track eradicators with spring or traction bolt safety - standard 
seed drill attachment or hydraulic lift attachment with two cylinders - stroke limit ing device for hydraulic attachment.

Optional equipment HR 104 / HR 1004 series: levelling bar to fi t to the front or rear - cat. 2 or 3 semi-automatic linkage - track 
eradicators with traction bolt or spring safety - addit ional gearwheel sets - addit ional cost for reinforced PTO shaft for over 200 hp - lengthened 
attachment yokes - standard or hydraulic lift seed drill attachment - stroke limit ing device for hydraulic attachment - DURAKUHN carbide coated 
blades - OPTIMIX blades - long blades (36 cm) for deep soil preparations, potatoes, carrots, etc.

Optional equipment HRB 103 DR / HR 1004 DR series: front levelling bar and rear levelling bar for 4.00 m - 4.50 m - 5.00  m - 
levelling bar for fi tt ing to front or rear of HR 6004 DRC - track eradicators with traction bolt or spring safety - addit ional gearwheel sets - addit ional 
reinforced PTO shaft on HR 4004 DRC, HR 4504 DRC and 5004 DRC - standard hydraulic lift seed drill attachment with stroke limiter - rear seed 
drill attachment with double acting hydraulic lift featuring two cylinders with stroke limiter (except HR 6004 DR) - front share.

Rotor speeds (min–1) - Foldable power harrows

Set of gearwheels
Standard speed gear set

(21/24 teeth)
Opt ional speed gear set

(19/26 teeth)
Opt ional speed gear set

(17/28 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
21
24

24
21

19
26

26
19

17
28

28
17

HRB 403 DR
HR 4004 DR
HRB 454 DR
HR 4504 DRC
HRB 504 DR
HR 5004 DRC

750 176 230 - 275 - 330

1,000 234 306 196 367 162 441

HR 6004 DRC 1,000 234 306 196 367 162 441

Rotor speeds (min–1) - HRB 353 DN - HR 3003 - HR 3503 D - HR 4003 D - HR 4503 D - HR 3004 D - HR 3504 D - 
HR 4004 D - HR 4504 D

Set of gearwheels Standard speed gear set
(35/30 teeth)

Optional speed gear set
(27/38 teeth)

Optional speed gear set
(25/40 teeth)

Optional speed gear set
(33/32 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
30
35

35
30

27
38

38
27

25
40

40
25

33
32

32
33

PTO speed

540 - 169 - 204 - 232 - -

750 173 235 - 283 - 322 207 195

1,000* 230 313 190 377 167 429 276 260
* Preferent ial PTO speed

Rotor speeds (min–1) - HR 303 M - 403 M - 304 M - 404 M

Set of gearwheels Standard speed gear set
(20/25 teeth)

Opt ional speed gear set
(19/26 teeth)

Posit ion of gearwheel
  20*
25

25
20

19
26

26
19

Lever posit ion 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

PTO speed

540 - - 211 258 - - 231 282

750 188 229 293 358 171 209 321 392

1,000 250 306 391 - 228 279 428 -
* Factory sett ing

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
TO RIVAL TIME

KUHN foundries and forge as well as a high-level manufacturing process allow the product ion 
of spare parts to defy t ime. You can truly rely on our know-how and our genuine parts. Farmers 
benefi t from our client support and logist ics services via any KUHN PARTS warehouse, which 
provide quick and reliable repair solut ions in cooperat ion with your nearest authorized 
KUHN dealer.

KUHN PARTS
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HR HRB

WHICH POWER HARROW 
FOR WHICH FARM?

POWER HARROWS

Type Recommended usage
Max. tractor power

kW/hp at 1,000 min-1

Check out KUHN’s extensive offer of tillage tools.

1. Soil looseners - 2. Compact disc harrows - 3. Stubble cultivators -
4. Disc harrows - 5. Strip-till tools - 6. Power tillers

KUHN S.A. 
4 Impasse des Fabriques - BP 50060
F-67706 Saverne CEDEX - FRANCE 

KUHN NORTH AMERICA, INC.
1501 West Seventh Avenue - Brodhead, 
WI 53520 - USA

KUHN FARM MACHINERY PTY. LTD
313-325 Foleys Road - Deer Park, VIC, 3023 - AUSTRALIA

KUHN FARM MACHINERY (U.K.) LTD
Stafford Park 7 - GB TELFORD/ SHROPS TF3 3BQ

Your KUHN dealer

www.kuhn.com

Also fi nd KUHN on

Visit us on our YouTube-channels.
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Information given in this document is only for information purposes and is non-contractual. Our machines are in 
compliance with regulations in force in the country of delivery. In our literature, and for improved illustration of 
certain details, some safety devices may not be in operating position. When operating these machines, these 
devices must be in position in accordance with the requirements indicated in the operator’s manuals and assembly 
manuals. Respect the tractor gross vehicle weight rating, its lift capacity and maximum load per axle and tyres. The 
tractor front axle load must always comply with the regulations of the country of delivery (In Europe, it must reach 
minimum 20 % of the tractor net weight). We reserve the right to change any designs, specifi cations or materials 
listed without further notice. Machines and equipment in this document can be covered by at least one patent and/
or registered design. Trademarks cited in this document may be registered in one or several countries.

For more information about your nearest 

KUHN dealer, visit our website

www.kuhn.com

HRB 252 - 302 D 103/140
mixed farming, from light

to medium hard soils
average use
medium use

HR 304 - 404 D 139/190
intensive arable farming, hard soil condit ions

and moderately stony

HR 3004 - 3504 - 4004 - 4504 - 5004 184/250 very intensive arable, farming, contractors,
machinery rings, diffi cult soil condit ions, very stonyHR 6004 265/350


